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If you like The Nest, chances are you will like this one as well. It is a fun little sniper style game, but with 4 different settings, 2
as a sniper, one as a MG gunner and one as a dual wielding sub machine gunner. Graphics look nice, and it makes good use of
roomscale. It does have some room for improvements though, gun angle and scope custimization like in The Nest would be
great for those of us using homemade rifle adapters (angle is quite a bit off if you use a stock like I do), and I think something is
a bit weird with the ballistics/hit system, I got 105 % hits even though I don't think i hit several enemies with the same bullets. I
also find it a bit hit and miss wether I actuallty hit or not, it seems to me as if I register a hit in the enemy model, but they keep
on going just the same, even at very short ranges. Given a little more dev love in the upcoming weeks this is a game that is well
worth the price. It runs very smoothly on my 980ti and I would reccomend it if you would like to shoot something that is not of
zombie, alien or robot origin (and neon colored) for a change.. Its An enjoyable first person Shooter. i like the loading of the
guns its hard sometimes but i guess if you were in the real world with people shooting back at you im sure it would be just as
hard to reload and dodge bullets. I like the new update but wish it offered more guns it would be nice to get into the base and
pick up a machine gun from one of the guards i kill. the Beach is hard even with endless bullets and this is my least favorite
level of the game. i think the dev has done well and look forward to future updates and levels. i would put this in my top 10 of
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vive games but more need the double digits than the top spot.. For starters, let me get straight to the point: IF YOU HAVE VR
YOU MUST GET THIS GAME IT IS AMAZING! The experience one can have playing through this game is so incredible, that
I feel that it would be a shame to not add this title to your library. For anyone with a VR headset that can run this (just VIVE?)
must give this a go. There are three different game modes, 5 maps and I believe the game is under constant development..
WOW iu00b4m blown away! Awsome game! Might just be the best vr experience iu00b4ve had so far. Devs: Please give us a
side arm in the sniper missions. Itu00b4s awkward to snipe people from 2 meters away:) Accept small details like that.. This is
by far the best WW II game on the market right now for the Vive. Jumping out of a plane was actually a bit scary as a
paratrooper, but fun as heck. The Last Stand in the Rush section gives one the sense that they are holding out against all odds
barricaded in a gothic castle at the end of the War. This section is great for competitive play as the guys here all take turns
comparing how many kills they get before being taken out themselves. In short.
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